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Abstract— There is consensus across the automotive industry
that Automated Driving Systems and automated vehicles
challenge the way how quality assurance and, particularly,
testing must be performed. However, there is a lack of up-to-date
empirical studies that substantiate this concern. We conducted
interviews with several experts from industry and research
to systematically identify challenges as well as improvement
opportunities in methods and tools. We report in this paper on
31 challenges that we identified in the areas of scenario- and
simulation-based testing, test automation, and test execution.
One recurrent challenge expressed by many experts is the
problem how to translate a desired condition to be tested into
an executable scenario model. This is not alone a question of
scripting the scenario, but also of considering a vehicle under
test that might try to evade the desired test condition.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Testing methods and tools for Automated Driving Systems
(ADS) still need improvement: They must comprehensively
and transparently ensure their quality and safety, while at
the same time the manual effort to design and execute tests
should be minimized. This is difficult to achieve due to the
amount of possible traffic situations an automated vehicle
(AV) faces during its lifetime.
Testing such complex systems put conventional development and testing practices from the automotive industry to the
test [1]. To identify the most important challenges and to focus
R&D efforts, we conducted an interview study with experts
predominantly from industry, but also from academia. Our
aim is to provide answers to the following research question:
Which challenges arise with regard to the test implementation
and execution for ADS? Our focus lies on AV equipped with
ADS of SAE level four [2].
We would like to obtain a current picture of challenges in
testing AV, since the field of automated driving (AD) evolves
quickly and a lot of research has been conducted on the
verification and validation (V&V) of self-driving vehicles in
the last years. Here, scenario-based testing (SBT) [3], virtual
testing and test automation are gaining attention as they are
considered necessary to cope with the test effort needed for
AV [4]. Therefore, these topics also play a big role in our
study.
The results, opinions and conclusions expressed in this publication are
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The first contribution of this paper is the description of
31 challenges (26 of those not yet known from two other
empirical interview studies [5], [6]), dealing mainly with
the right choice of test scenarios and their description, the
behavior of the vehicle under test (VuT) during the test
execution, and the preparation of virtual test environments.
The second contribution of this paper is an overview of
existing approaches which aim at addressing these challenges
as a starting point for further research. Unsurprisingly, due
to the research effort put into the field of AD, most of
our identified challenges are already mentioned in other
publications. However, our results show that many challenges
in the field of SBT and simulation are still unsolved from a
practitioners’ point of view.
In the next section, we describe the research methodology
in more detail. Section III presents the identified challenges.
In Section IV, we compare the results to related work. We
conclude and give an outlook on future work in Section V.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
We conducted an interview study with 13 experts from
industry and research on the topic of testing AV.
Based on the aforementioned research questions, an interview structure was designed to guide the interviewer
during the interviews. The interviews were conducted as
semi-structured interviews via web conference tools with a
duration of 35-65 minutes each. The interviews were recorded
and then transcribed and analyzed by the first author. The
transcripts were analyzed regarding challenges of testing AV,
which were fitted into groups of challenges that were formed
iteratively during the analysis.
Experts were selected based on their experience in the field
and previous publications. Thirteen experts, ten from industry
and three from research institutes, voluntarily participated.
Their median of experience amounts to five years in the area
of testing driving functions and seven years in the broader
field of AD. Every expert has at least three years of experience
in either one of the two categories. Each expert works as
test manager, test designer, test conductor, tool developer,
researcher, or methodologist in the test process. Some of them
hold more than one of these positions or gained experiences
in multiple positions in the past.
The threats to validity of the interview study are discussed
along the classification scheme from Runeson and Höst [7]:
Construct Validity: At the beginning of each interview,
the interviewer gave an introduction to the interview topic
and a definition of terms for the interview. For example it
was clarified that all questions refer to all modules of an
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ADS of SAE level four, including hardware and software.
Additionally the interviewer gave clarification of a question
when an interviewee asked for it or it seemed that a question
was misunderstood.
Internal Validity: By using an interview guide, the interviewer tried to keep the structure of each of the interviews
similar. However, the interviews were conducted in a semistructured manner which allowed alternations of the order of
questions or asking additional questions in order to keep a
flow. Due to a change of the question order, order effects on
the answers of the experts cannot be excluded. If possible
time wise, the interviewees were given the opportunity to
talk about topics from their mind at the end of an interview.
By doing this, a limitation of topics by the interview guide
should be softened to limit the effect of potentially missed
topics during the design of the interview guide.
External Validity: To obtain a diverse view on the challenges
of testing AV practitioners from different companies and
institutes were selected with a maximum of two people
coming from the same department. We were able to acquire
13 experts who participated in our study. However due to the
amount, we cannot be sure to have gained a holistic view on
the challenges of AV testing for the automotive industry as a
whole.
Reliability: The execution, transcription and analysis of
the interviews were done by the first author only. By
conducting all steps by one person, this person knows the
interviews inside out, which helped at identifying most of
the mentioned challenges. Anyhow, it cannot be guaranteed
that all challenges mentioned in the interviews are retrieved.
Furthermore, the labeling of statements from the interviews
and the categorization of statements is to some extent
dependent on subjective judgements of the author which
is a threat to the reliability of this study.
III. R ESULTS
The following section presents the identified technical
challenges of testing AV. The challenges are grouped in the
categories scenario-based testing, simulation-based testing,
test automation, and test execution. For each challenge, at
least one statement from one of the interviews is shown
in italics. Since the interviews were conducted in German
language, the statements have been translated into English.
A. Scenario-based Testing
During our interviews, most of the mentioned challenges
are related to the topic of scenario-based testing (SBT).
CH-A1 terminology: Since the SBT is not established in
the automotive testing process as of now, the words used
to describe SBT processes are currently used differently.
Some of the interviewed experts mentioned that it needs
to be checked whether the terminology of SBT fits to the
common practice. One expert said: The word scenario is a
commonplace term, everyone uses it to refer to something
else. (ID13) Some practitioners use the word scenario to
describe simulation scenarios, test cases or some use it to
describe sequences of control commands, which hinders a

precise communication. But not only the terminology used for
talking about SBT needs clarification, also (CH-A2 consistent
scenario description) standard formats for the scenario
descriptions are seen as helpful to avoid misunderstandings,
since people discuss the same thing but describe it differently
and vice versa. (ID09) One example mentioned by an expert
refers to the harmonization of a definition for scenario starting
and ending points. However the creation of a consistent
scenario description format which copes with the complexity
of possible driving scenarios is considered challenging.
CH-A3 complexity of scenarios: Speaking of the complexity
of the scenarios, one interviewee compared test scenarios for
ADS features with those for driver support features. According
to [2], driver support features can only support a human driver
in a subset of the dynamic driving task. The interviewee
concludes that the complexity of the scenario is usually higher
(ID02) to be suitable for testing each layer, e.g., maneuver
planning, of an ADS. Therefore, the scenario description and
execution will be more demanding, so the expert.
CH-A4 multifunctional scenario description: Scenarios are
not only used during AV testing, moreover scenarios are
needed on all layers of the development process. (ID13) They
might be used for specification purposes as well as for testing
purposes. Each of which has different requirements on the
scenario description. With currently known manual processes
to create layers of individual scenarios, it is hardly feasible
to create a traceability along all layers of the development
and testing process, according to an interviewed expert.
CH-A5 coupling of scenarios and test cases: For traceability
purposes, the different artifacts of scenario and test case need
to be linked. For this, unambiguous identifier for each artifact
are needed, as stated by one of the experts. However, one
interviewed expert states that the challenge is to find this
link between the test case and the scenarios, so to speak,
to find out which scenarios actually represent this test case
and are relevant for it. (ID11) Another expert mentioned
the relationship between test case and scenario as a question
where they are currently stuck. The mentioned issue is that
classically test cases, for example for hardware in the loop
(HiL) plants, are on a signal level, while scenarios in the
context of AD are on a traffic level. This makes it difficult to
determine how these two artifacts play together and whether
they even have to.
CH-A6 consistent scenario interpretation: A common
scenario description format for simulation tools does not guarantee a consistent interpretation of the format by simulation
tools. Nevertheless, the transferability of scenarios between
projects and simulation tools with guaranteed repeatability
of the exact same scenario is desired, as mentioned by some
of the interviewed experts. Although there are first releases
of standard formats like OpenSCENARIO [8] available, the
scenario format is interpreted differently which can lead to
problems. (ID08)
CH-A7 scenario elicitation: A big talking point in many
interviews was the topic of scenario elicitation. This topic
deals with questions as raised by one of the experts: Which
scenarios do I test? That’s the key question. Where do I get

them from? (ID05) According to the interviewees it needs to
be determined which are the relevant scenarios and how they
can be retrieved. This is considered as a continuous process,
because with the release of AV, the relevant scenarios might
change. Those new scenarios may only be identified after a
release of AV to the public roads and need to find their way
back in the continuous testing process. One expert mentioned
that fleet testing to detect those new scenarios has a big
potential in the future. However, for the data processing in
the background, a lot of work needs to be done. One of
the interviewees mentioned that it would be welcomed to
have independent review processes for their scenario-based
processes, including the scenario selection, which certify that
one did all humanly possible to guarantee the safety of the
vehicle. According to one of the interviewed experts, there are
currently concurring approaches for the scenario selection and
description, which can be seen in different research projects.
That is why it may still be a long way until scenario sets for
regulatory use cases are published.
CH-A8 scenario space and use of corner cases: Other
than extracting scenarios from observing the traffic, also the
possibility of artificially creating scenarios by combining
several scenario aspects exists. Since the parameter space for
scenarios is sheer endless, some of the interviewees mentioned
that tools which intelligently scan the scenario space to
identify as few scenarios as necessary to cover the scenario
space are required. One of the interviewed experts mentioned
the combination of scenario aspects to create corner case
scenarios as a challenge: In my opinion the challenge is
to intelligently create those combinations and to test them
automatically. (ID06)
CH-A9 scenario generation: After a conceptual model of the
scenario is created, the scenario needs to be translated into a
scenario description language, which can be executed, e.g., by
simulation tools. Due to the amount of scenarios needed for
testing purposes, one expert does not think that one will come
to a point where all necessary scenarios can be created by
hand. (ID10) The scripting of a scenario includes calculating
trajectories and determining actions of all actors which lead
to desired traffic situations. One interviewed expert shared his
experience on this matter and mentions that it is especially
challenging when not only relative conditions between actors
need to be taken into account but also absolute conditions
like lane changes, which should happen at a certain point on a
track. This is especially required for SBT on proving grounds
(CH-A10 SBT on proving grounds) which gets more and
more important and needs to be expanded. (ID05) This topic
comes with several challenges regarding the precise control
of the traffic participants and realization of test conditions.
Additionally, the safety during the test execution in the real
world requires additional attention.
CH-A11 scenario concatenation: Regarding the matter of
tests on proving grounds, concatenating several scenarios to
a continuous chain can be extremely beneficial for increasing
test time efficiency, as stated by one of the experts. However,
the development of a tool that determines the concatenated
trajectories of each actor is considered challenging, but would

be a cracker (ID05) due to its benefits.
CH-A12 test end criteria: On the matter of concluding
the test activities, one expert formulated this as follows: At
some point one has to say: we tested enough. [. . . ] We need
to formalize, when enough has been tested. (ID05) To find
reliable test end criteria is mentioned as an essential challenge
that is yet to be solved and is seen as a current research topic
by one of the interviewed experts.
CH-A13 comparison to distance metrics: Since the SBT
approach is not the classical approach for testing in the
automotive industry, comparison metrics to currently used
safety statements could be needed. Currently, vehicles are
often tested on the road by driving the vehicles for a certain
mileage. Additionally accident statics use mileage to describe
the likeliness of accidents. To find a conversion between tested
scenarios and mileage for comparison to accident statistics
is considered challenging by one of the interviewed experts:
I think the biggest challenge is to find a conversion between
scenarios and mileage. (ID07)
B. Simulation-based Testing
Simulation-based testing and its technologies were also
a big talking point during the interviews. Several experts
mentioned that the increasing test demand cannot be satisfied
by real world tests alone and that the testing must be shifted
more to a virtual environment. However, this comes with
several challenges:
CH-B1 purely simulation-based sign-off not yet possible:
A key issue is that environment simulations are far from
corresponding to reality. Several experts mentioned that it
is not yet possible to completely renounce real world tests.
One of the interviewed experts did not notice a breakthrough
[...] lately (ID09) that would allow to perform the testing as
a whole, and especially the final approval, in a simulation
environment. CH-B1 describes the existing gap between the
real world and simulation environments as of today.
CH-B2 determination of trustworthiness of simulation
results: To be able to shift testing to a larger extent to virtual
environments, a question still to answer is: When can we trust
a simulation result? (ID07) Some interviewees mentioned
that additionally to the flaws of the simulation, it must be
possible to determine a probability statement about how good
the simulation represents the real world performance of the
VuT. According to one expert, this is necessary to determine
the point in time when testing with simulation is sufficient and
can replace real world testing. CH-B2 describes the difficulty
of determining how good a simulation environment is at
representing reality.
CH-B3 certification of simulation tools: While the
preceding two challenges deal with the technical difficulties
of comparing simulation to reality, for ADS developer the
difficulty might be more on finding tool vendors who certify
that their simulation tools provide fully trustworthy results.
One expert is not aware of anyone, who can prove or who
dares to guarantee that their simulation software is so good
that you don’t need to perform real vehicle tests. (ID07)
Another expert thinks that certified simulation tools are

necessary to be sure that simulation-based tests are performed
correctly. CH-B1 and CH-B2 lead to the consequence of not
having certified tools which is described by CH-B3.
CH-B4 identification of simulation-suitable tests: Due to
the aforementioned challenges, not all of the tests can be
conducted virtually. It needs to be analyzed which tests can be
performed in simulation and which tests need to be conducted
in the real world: You need to determine what can be tested
with an environment simulation as of today. (ID03) Key points
are to determine which details are required in a simulation
for certain tests, according to an interviewed expert.
CH-B5 unknown effects: However, there might still be
effects which occur in the real world which were not
considered in simulation. One expert therefore mentioned
that one needs to raise the question whether there are effects
that I do not yet consider. (ID06) This applies as well to the
fidelity of the simulation as to scenario aspects.
CH-B6 choice of simulation method: One of the interviewed
experts stated that together with answering the question
whether a test is suitable to be performed in a simulated
environment, it also needs to be decided how do I want to
simulate? (ID08) There are different possibilities to perform
the simulations: open-loop testing, e.g., replay-to-sim, closedloop testing, or a mixture of both.
CH-B7 lack of simulation models: For closed loop testing
in the simulation, new simulation models are needed which
are not yet available from the shelf. Those models will be
the great challenge (ID06), according to one interviewee.
CH-B8 validation of simulation models: Those models and
the whole simulation environment also need to be validated.
However, validation of simulation models is a challenging
task, as stated for example by one of the interviewed
experts: Actually one would need fully validated simulation
environments. And this is incredibly difficult to achieve. (ID07)
Two types of models were highlighted during the interviews: driver models and models for the sensor simulation.
CH-B9 driver models: Driver models for the surrounding
traffic are considered as totally complex. (ID05) and are
lacking description standards.
CH-B10 sensor simulation: Models for sensor simulation
purposes require high quality environment models, including
reflectance of surfaces for radars and high quality visualization
for camera sensors. As one interviewed expert stated: There
is still a lot of room for improvement. As far as quality is
concerned [of] physical sensor simulation. (ID05) Another
expert sees sensor simulation as a current topic in research.
CH-B11 weather effects: Related to the CH-B10 is the topic
of weather effects, like storm, rain, snow, ice or fog which
have an influence on the perception modules. One expert even
mentions this as the biggest challenge of HiL testing (ID03),
since the weather influences several sensors, like cameras,
radar, lidar, ultrasonic sensors, and laser scanners, for which
individual stimuli need to be generated.
CH-B12 integration of the test object in the simulation
environment: Another topic is the integration of the VuT in
the simulation environment. This comes with a huge effort
because of delay times in the communication of VuT and

simulation, (ID03) according to one interviewed expert.
C. Test Automation
Test automation usually comes to play for the test execution
of repetitive tests but is not limited to this step of the test
process. Test automation enables reproducible testing together
with a reduction of costs and time effort [9].
CH-C1 lack of test automation: Due to the expected
increasing test effort for AV, test automation is considered as
a must-have. However, the current use of automation in the
testing process is considered as insufficient to cope with the
needs of tests for ADS of level four or five. According to one
expert, test automation needs to be further adapted to all layers
of the V-model, from software unit testing to vehicle testing
and concerns test case generation as well as test execution.
From the interviewees experience, the test activities are done
manually or are, to a small extent, automated. But this is not
as advanced in terms of complexity and to the extent which
is necessary for level four and five. (ID03)
CH-C2 interaction between test automation, object and
infrastructure: Increasing the extent of test automation and
moving from manual testing to test automation is challenging.
Test automation tools need to be integrated in the test
environment and interfaces to the test object and other
simulation tools like environment simulations need to be
created. Integrating the test object, environment simulation,
and test automation software is technically possible but
it is a challenging task until everything plays together as
intended (also see CH-B12) and might crunch in some
places until you got everything synchronized and fitted
together. (ID04) Extending the test automation idea on the
test implementation step might also be beneficial because
(CH-C3 test implementation effort) test implementation
as of today often is costly, tool-specific, and needs to be
performed manually every time details of the systems are
changed. Test cases are written by humans and therefore
test cases cannot be translated automatically (ID01), e.g., to
control inputs for a test automation software.
D. Test Execution
The challenges categorized under this headline are relevant
to scenario-based, simulation-based, and real world tests
and therefore are grouped separately. In the following, test
execution is understood as all actions during run-time of a
test, which can be the run of a simulation or a test drive on
a test track.
CH-D1 omission of the test driver: When testing an AV
with engaged ADS, the vehicle is not under the control of
a human test driver anymore. Therefore the actions of the
VuT depend on the algorithms of the ADS and cannot easily
be modified by a test driver. One of the interviewed experts
stated the following example: As a test driver, I can’t perform
the cut-in a little closer because it is not me anymore who
controls the vehicle. It is the vehicle who is in control. (ID13)
CH-D2 realization of test conditions: Having in mind that an
AV with engaged ADS controls the vehicle by itself without
a human test driver at the wheel, the challenge of realizing

test conditions arise and was mentioned by many experts
during the interviews. During the test execution it might
be necessary to realize test (pre-)conditions, like a certain
critically of a traffic situation, a certain scene of a scenario, or
internal system states of the VuT. The focus of the mentioned
challenge lies on the realization of certain traffic situations or
scenes, because the vehicle may actively try to avoid this scene
(ID07), or does not behave as expected by the test designer,
which makes the test execution even more challenging or
even infeasible.
CH-D3 coordination of the surrounding traffic: The
movement of other traffic participants extends the parameter
space of a scenario. The question is how the movement of
the surrounding traffic can be used for creating variations
of scenarios and which movements are relevant to consider.
An additional challenge arises in finding control methods
that allow for realistic as well as scenario-compliant behavior
of the surrounding traffic. As an interviewed expert states:
One difficulty is [. . . ] how to coordinate the movement of the
other traffic participants. (ID11)
IV. C OMPARISON WITH R ELATED W ORK
For the discussion of the results of the interview study, we
set the explored challenges in relation to related publications.
First of all, we compare our study to two similar interview
studies and highlight mutual results. Thereafter, we report
on research approaches that address identified challenges and
identify gaps.
Related Empirical Studies: In 2017, Knauss et al.
identified challenges in testing functionality and safety
of AV through focus groups and interviews with overall
26 participants from industry and research. They present
challenges in five categories among which simulation- and
virtual-testing-related challenges are as well as challenges
concerning scenario complexity and the amount of test cases.
In comparison to our study, Knauss et al. focused on level
three ADS and above instead of solely focusing level four
ADS. Still, our challenges CH-A3, A10, B3, and B10 are
also identified by Knauss et al. [5]. Song et al. conducted
an exploratory study on the the testing of automated systems
in general, not only focusing on AV like we did, including
literature review, focus group discussion and interviews with
industry practitioners. Four of the identified challenges are
the unpredictable environment, complexity, data accessibility,
missing standards and guidelines. Among these challenges are
also CH-A1 and A3 from our study [6]. While we identified 26
additional challenges to those mentioned in [5], [6], we also
report five mutual challenges and show that these challenges
are relevant to our interviewed experts, too.
Existing Approaches and Research Directions: In Table I,
we list existing approaches that address the 31 challenges
presented previously. Four challenges deal with the inadequate
state of the art (CH-B1, C1), a lack of artifacts (CH-B7) or
changed circumstances while testing (CH-D1) which cannot
directly be linked to research approaches. Instead, we refer
to related challenges and their approaches which contribute
to those four challenges.

Scenario-based testing is a broad field of research with
many existing publications. Regarding the scenario elicitation
(CH-A7), [15], [16] present overviews on data-driven and
knowledge-driven approaches which can be seen as starting
points for further research. For coping with the scenario
complexity (CH-A3), a six-layer-model for the scenario
description [13] and three abstraction levels, functional,
logical and concrete scenarios [12], are proposed. Also
standardization groups work on consistent scenario description
languages (CH-A2) for simulation purposes [8]. As one of
our interviewees stated, the definition of a test end criteria
(CH-A12) is a current research topic which, e.g., is addressed
by [20] and [21]. Further related publications to CH-A1, A4–
A6, A8, and A9 are listed in Table I. For the challenges of
converting tested scenarios to a distance metric (CH-A13) as
well as the concatenation of scenarios (CH-A11) we did not
find suitable literature.
Regarding simulation-based testing, the automotive community is well aware of the discrepancy between virtual tests
and reality which hinders purely virtual testing (CH-B1).
Nevertheless, an existing approach for simulation-supported
homologation tests for electronic stability control systems
could be transferred to ADS homologation [24]. Additional
suggestions for the validation of simulation models (CH-B8)
are reported in [22], [24], [27]. For sensor models, [29] gives
an overview on publications for modelling approaches (CHB10, B11). [16] addresses the topic of missing out relevant
TABLE I
C HALLENGES AS M ENTIONED IN R ELATED W ORK
Challenge:
A1
A2, A6
A3
A4
A5
A7
A8
A9
A10
A12
A11, A13
B2, B4
B3
B5
B6
B8
B9
B10
B11
B12
B1; B7
C1
C2
C3
D1
D2
D3

Identified in:
Addressed by:
scenario-based testing
[6]
[10], [11]
[8]
[5], [6]
[12], [13]
[14]
[11]
[3], [15], [16]
[17]
[18]
[5]
[19]
[20], [21]
no publications found
simulation-based testing
[22]
[5]
[23], [24]
[25]
[22], [26]
[22], [24], [27]
[28]
[5]
[29]
[29]
[30]
see B3, B8; see B9, B10
test automation
see C2, C3
[30]
[31], [32]
test execution
see D2
[1]
no publication found
[33], [34]

scenario aspects (CH-B5) due to unknown unknowns and
refers to [25] and ISO/PAS 21448. Apart from that, Table I
presents approaches to CH-B2–B4, B6, B7, B9, B12.
Test automation (CH-C1–C3) is a relevant topic in the
automotive community. Approaches regarding standardized
interfaces and test implementation exist, e.g., in [31], [32].
Regarding the test execution, the challenge of realizing test
conditions (CH-D2) stands out as it was often-mentioned (11
out of 13 interviewees). The problem of the AV avoiding
certain behavior, which is necessary for an intended test, can
also be found in [1]. However to the best of our knowledge,
solutions to overcome this problem are sparsely discussed in
literature and research projects. An approach presented in [34]
for the coordination of platoons of connected and automated
vehicles could be transferable to CH-D3 of controlling the
surrounding traffic of an VuT, although it does not appear
to have been developed with the aim of being used in the
testing process of an AV. In contrast, an approach dedicated
for testing motion planning of an AV using evolutionary
algorithms for the optimization of trajectories for other traffic
participants can be found in [33].
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
By identifying 31 challenges in the fields of scenario- and
simulation-based testing, test automation and test execution,
we can show that many of the known challenges of AV testing
still are present, and are also recognized as challenges from
our interviewed experts.
Our comparison of identified challenges and other publications indicates that approaches for several of the named
challenges exist. However, future work on almost all challenges is necessary and should be tackled in the near future.
Additionally, we recognise a lack of approaches concerning
the realization of test conditions for automated vehicles due
to the limited control over, and possible non-determinism of,
the AV during the test. This challenge needs further solutions
and tool support, which we plan to address in future work.
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